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Fleet Equipment
We depend on our fleet to be able to connect people to the Missouri River through our clean-up and education programs throughout the year. Thanks to our success over the last 20 years, we have to become more innovative and aggressive to reach the stretches of river no one else has ever cleaned. Here is the equipment we need to maintain successful clean-ups:

- **Fuel-efficient Vehicle** – as staff increasingly travel in and out of state for conferences, meetings and fundraising events, an increasing need for a safe, fuel efficient vehicle is becoming increasingly necessary
- **Dual-Axle Utility Trailer** – MRR is quickly outgrowing our 76” x 12’, single-axle utility trailer used for hauling heavy loads of tires and scrap metals from river cleanup events.
- **Vehicle Wrap** – Help us make a statement on the highway with a new vehicle wrap, showcasing the Missouri River and our mission on our box truck
- **Utility Task Vehicle** – as the organization identifies and tackles harder to reach places along the Missouri River, a UTV will help increase efficiency and effectiveness in those tough to reach places along the banks and river accesses

River Cleanup Supplies & Equipment
It takes a lot of supplies to pull off our large-scale community-based clean-ups. We are in constant need of supplies that keep us prepared and ready for any reach of river.

- 100 – 150 qt. Heavy duty food coolers
- Battery powered chainsaw (Makita or Milwaukee)
- 5 and 7-gallon water coolers
- Ratchet straps
- Bungie cords
- Waterproof tool boxes & bags
- 10’ x 10’ pop-up shelters
- Fuel gift cards
- Collapsible wheelbarrow/Cart
- Heavy-duty shop vac
- High quality rope and line
River Cleanup Tools

We do some seriously tough work, and that shows through our inventory of tools. These tools are necessary to make sure our volunteers are prepared for even the hardest-to-get trash on the river.

- Pick Axes (Pulaski and Mattocks)
- Push Brooms
- Strong-bristled cleaning brushes
- Loppers
- Heavy-Duty Bolt Cutters
- Garden Rakes
- Tree Planting Spades
- 4-lb. Hammers
- Sledge Hammers
- Hacksaws
- Heavy-Duty Long Prybars
- Long-Handled High-Tech Nets
- Cutting Torches & Fuel Tanks
- Hay Bale/Log Hooks
- 30” Hookaroons

Educational Equipment

Education is a huge component of Missouri River Relief. We are in constant need of supplies that help enhance our education programs. These tools will help MRR to become even more effective in connecting communities with the Missouri River through our place-based programs.

- Catfishing poles
- Tackle box
- Fishing pole rack
- In-kind printing, banners & signs
- Advertisements
- Graphic design
- Educational videos
- Stream table
- Projector
- Portable projector screen

Staff & Crew

Our MRR Crew is instrumental to our success. Making sure that we have gear to provide for our crew in times of need is very important to us.
• Rain gear (jackets & bottoms)
• Hip waders
• Work/muck boots
• High quality work gloves
• Strong led headlamps & flashlights
• Sleeping pads
• Outdoor/camp stereo

Office Equipment

Unfortunately, everyday can’t be a river day. Our staff spends a lot of time in the office preparing for our events, connecting to our community, and various day-to-day operations.

• Copy paper
• Printer ink
• Duct tape & painters’ tape
• Large sharpies
• Pastel colored card stock